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About This Content

The Unlock Online pack does exactly what it says on the tin, by giving you the opportunity to unlock all the customisable fun of
mutiplayer billiards with the Online portion of Pool Nation FX, which includes:

Ten different game types including, Snooker, 8 Ball UK, Speed, Rotation, Golf, Straight, 8 Ball US, 9Ball, 3 Ball
& Killer

Online Leagues, starting out in league 10 and working your way up to league 1 - you must play with skill to win

All Aiming Aids unlocked, Novice, pro, veteran or Aiming Aid Off

Play for Cash, with higher bets from $25 to $50,00 PN Dollars

Friendlies, invite friends, make new friends and invite to online matches - even if they haven't got the Access All
Areas Online pack, customisable rule-sets, cues balls, decals and locations to collect

Spectate matches live online

*Download this game play it without making in-game purchases. Optional in-game purchases are available that may enhance
your gameplay experience but are not necessary to complete the game, DLC has been created to save time in downloading all
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unlockable assets in game for those who wish to do so.
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First off: Have you ever read George Orwell's "1984"? Did you appreciate the meanings in it? Did you appreciate the
perspective of a government worker who had to edit the media to ensure it to be proper for public viewing? Did you also
appreciate the emotions that were conveyed, the fear of defying the government, which could lead to your death, or the thrill of
doing the same thing, not giving a damn about the governement and giving the people the information they deserve?

Well, my friend, this game reminded me of 1984. It reminded me of the rumors Americans had heard of the Communist
Russia. It reminded me of the thought and fear of a totalitarian government ruling above all. This game placed me in the shoes
of the editor for an indepentant media outlet (newspaper, in this case). And in my first playthrough of it, I felt concern for what
the government would do to me and my colleagues if I chose to speak out against the government, even the things that were
accidents.

One of the things about this game is that you don't know how your article choices affect you, your colleagues, the paper, and the
public opinion, until the next week.

I enjoyed this game, and I can't wait to find every different ending I can. I hope you enjoy it too.. Honestly I find this game fun
as hell, could do with more classes but its still in early access. Love the maps, love RPG spamming!!
Better than infinte warfare!!!!. This game is mega fun and sometimes fustrating. I love it, brilliant little idea and a good game,
even if it does have some annoying monsters haha.. This game left enough of an impression on me to want to review it. That's
not to say it's good or amazing, but to say that I think it's worth the play for what it is.

It presents itself very well with charming art and an equally charming soundtrack, the writing isn't going to blow you away but it
wont leave you disappointed either.

The reason I have difficulty saying this is a good game is that the writing leaves a lot to be desired and in a VN, writing should
be your star point above all else. The story feels like I was being rushed through it, it didn't take its time building the characters
and that makes it hard to feel much for them. Not to mention the endings feel a bit lacking in impact, mostly due to the issue of
pacing. That's not to say this game didn't do things right, despite the flaws in the writing I chose to play through it again to see
what I had missed and how the alternate ending would play out, meaning I liked the overall story enough to read through it
without just giving up on the game. In fact I really liked the short bonus story because its pacing felt right and had all the charm
I was looking for without any real issues in it.

All in all I'd say this game is worth the price of admission and I really hope to see more from the people involved here, because I
think with experience under their belt from this and hopefully taking criticisms in to account, they could come up with
something amazing for their next project should they decide to do one.. Cool idea but the story is not that great in the end.
It has 1h (2h if you plan to 100% it) of gameplay.
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I really like the concept of this game - some sort of a career simulator in a futuristic world, with elements of economy and
networking. This is what I thought I was getting into when I bought this game and started playing. However, I ended up getting
very bored very quickly.

To my disappointment, the game ended up being all about talking to people, getting them to trust and like you, so they ask you
to do all sorts of missions for them, usually going back and forth between places or getting information about people they know.
In my book, this type of game would be defined as "a gossip simulator". No matter where you are, the main gameplay mechanic
is choosing an AI to talk to, so you can impress it in order to complete one of many boring types of missions. \/yawn

You can also get a job, except the mechanism seems confusing, to say the least. Instead of getting to your work place and have
some activity the game would present you as your supposed job, you have to "get owed" hours first, which means waiting... and
waiting... and waiting... I suppose it was designed like that to let you do other things while having a job, but it just doesn't make
sense to me. None of it.

I suggest avoiding this game, as it hardly offers any fun, if at all. If you're really curious about it, wait for it to go on sale, and
even then, I'd suggest not expecting much.. Hardcore DLC is more easy.. I'm not sure why I got this again on Steam when I was
pretty meh on it on PS3. Never beat it before, and finally beat it on easy. The sheer fact that you're required to just jam the fire
button as fast as possible to have a chance to beat the levels within the time limit makes the game not fun. My entire forearm is
sore, and that was with taking breaks between levels. It's short, ridiculously hard, and it's hard to tell enemies from powerups,
and enemy spawns are sometimes hard to see as well. I'd avoid this one.. Beautifully made game by Black Pants Studio.
Control and mechanics in the game are perfect. The level get harder as you are progressing but that's what make it a challenging
game.
There is an enticing love story in the game that you will find out after you finish the game.

I personally LOVE this game.
Definitely A+ recommendation.. This game is original with the control and look great, but the AI put salt in my cup of coffee.
The early version is hard. I will wait the multiplayer for be able to play versus human.

I try it with other people in local and that was really great. Look like to be a good party.. Pros
-Game can be for the first few levels
-Easily obtainable achievements for you achievement hunters!
-Currency system
Cons
-The game lacks any motive and or drive to keep playing.
-The shop for currency is lackluster considering that there are only three items.
- Wonky physics
-Levels lack difficulty
-Game breaking glitch where the game locks your cursor in the middle of the screen preventing you from going to the next level
and the only way to avoid this is to ALT+TAB out and in which is a downside to anyones expirence old or young!
Overall I think this game could be fun for kids under twelve or for a quick buy to waste some time getting achievements or
trading cards, but, I have to say this game didn't quite hit the mark for me. So no, I don't recommend this game.. Woodle Tree 2
actually shows a lot of promise and greatly improves off of the first one. Its bright and colourful visuals are the main selling
point. Its platforming has greatly improved and the camera works a lot better. The game encourages exploration by rewarding
players with additional berries and random collectables such as statues.

The combat however, is not so fun. Its clunky, slow and awkward. There is a pretty simple moveset with only button assigned to
combat. Tapping B does a basic swipe attack that you need to be Insanely close to an enemy to do any damage, which usually
results in your character getting hurt in the process. Holding B sends out a water droplet projectile that moves way too slow to
be of any use.

You are giving very little direction on where to go at times which often results in getting lost and having to back track.

However, despite these issues, I still think It is a good game but could still use a tiny bit of work.
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